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Babudb is an embedded database library providing management of persistent key-value indices without the overhead and complexity of similar approaches such as BerkeleyDB. Give BabuDB a try to fully assess its capabilities! Babudb is an embedded database library providing management of persistent key-value indices without the
overhead and complexity of similar approaches such as BerkeleyDB. The SortedList template included in this package is simply a dictionary/hashed list providing a convenience interface to the more complete and feature-rich BabuDB collections. For additional information on the BabuDB libraries, please visit their web site: The BabuDB
Libraries Getting started with BabuDB This documentation is available in PDF and HTML formats. To obtain other formats (such as TeX, PostScript, etc.) and/or the other components of the BabuDB project, please visit the BabuDB web site: The BabuDB Projects Babudb is an independent open source project whose goal is to provide an

embeddable, robust, well-tested and simple to use key-value store library. Babudb is written in C++ and aims to be simple to use, but also include a wide range of features to fit many potential users' needs. Project Homepage: Babudb Homepage: Babudb 1.1.4 Library Homepage: Documentation Homepage: Subversion: E-Mail:
info@babudb.org On Wrox Books Website: BabuDB Features: Babudb Features: == Basic building blocks == * A map is a struct of the form: map { key: value } where key is a string, and value is a simple data type (i.e. int, float, etc.). * A set is a struct of the form: set { key: value } where key is a string, and value is a simple data type (i.e.

int
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Embedded; multi-threaded; fast. Innovative indexing options provide high flexibility, use of fixed size key and value data types, and efficient metadata management. Give BabuDB a try to fully assess its capabilities! Tinsley's most popular and complete C++ MFC implementation. MFC is a comprehensive, C++ library that makes creating
software for Windows easier, faster and more productive. Built on top of the Windows API, MFC makes it easy to use C++ and Visual C++ to add windows controls to your applications. MFC is a set of core classes for creating MFC applications. Add a set of standard windows controls as a composition of MFC class objects to create your
own custom windows controls. Tinsley's MFC does not contain any low-level Windows functions or system calls. In the MFC library, you should be able to find the classes and methods to meet your development needs. The MFC.NET Reference Library adds Tinsley's innovative user interface support for applications running on the.NET

Framework. Tinsley's MFC is available free of charge and under an open source license. The library is provided "as-is", without warranty or support. The main component of the library is the Microsoft Foundation Classes. While you use the class framework to add new controls to your Windows applications, Tinsley's library also contains the
various MFC classes needed to allow you to add the Windows controls to your user interface. Tinsley's classes are independent of each other. You can use any MFC class without it being tied to any of the other classes. Tinsley's library includes a Windows resource editor, forms designer, UI builder, and a Visual C++ IDE which allows you to

build forms for your C++ application directly in the IDE. You can use the forms designer to create a new form or edit an existing form in MFC. .NET Toolkit is a comprehensive solution for building high-performance, flexible applications for Windows. The.NET Toolkit includes an IDE, a Forms Designer, a Windows Forms sample,
database support, rich-client support, and much more. The.NET Toolkit is very extensible, and much of the functionality is provided through the use of.NET class libraries and components. The.NET Toolkit provides a complete, accurate and robust solution for building rich, client and server applications that will run well on Windows. The
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BabuDB is a library implementing embedded index structure, key-value management and related operations based on an open file format. It is scalable, both in terms of index size and number of keys, offering a key-value API with memory-costs that can be tuned in a way that is superior to traditional databases. The key-value API is stateless,
so clients can take full control of their records to use them as index, key-value store or both. The indexing format is extensible, with new record types being added at-will, and the core code makes no assumption of type. Many users report working with BabuDB on a wide range of hardware, including cell-phones and embedded-systems. The
full BabuDB source code is available for free, licensed under the GNU Public License v2. Please visit to learn more about BabuDB. Release Tags: 1.0 NEW! Release of babudb-0.1.1. REQUIRED! Change babudb.c to remove dependency on stdbool.h. If you are using visual studio, the configuration system supports --csharp-compiler which
will default to the correct settings for your environment. Bugfixes: 1.1 NEW! Added a new record format which can store strings directly into the record. This is much more efficient than copying them, which is a common operation in key-value APIs. 2.1 NEW! Addition of a value type, apirec, which provides 16-byte pointer to a record.
Addition of select_rbtree, for more efficient record lookup. Bugfixes: 2.2 NEW! Record order can be retrieved and set using keyOrder and reverseOrder methods, and be written using reverseOrder. See the implementation of the api for details. 3.0 Bugfixes: 3.0-beta NEW! Initial release of the babudb-0.3.1 release, with many bugfixes. The
library is now X11-compatible. The API is now fully implemented. Existing code is not X11-compatible. Some existing APIs have been significantly redesigned. The memory structure has been redesigned so that structures can be allocated on the stack. Bugfixes: 3.1 NEW! Ability to add record types to the index. BUGFIX: Separating

What's New in the BabuDB?

BabuDB is an embedded database library providing management of persistent key-value indices without the overhead and complexity of similar approaches such as BerkeleyDB. Database admins who use Django will appreciate BabuDB's ease-of-use. Using BabuDB with Django is simple. Once a Django project is set up, you can simply run
the manage.py script to create databases and populate them with data. From start to finish, BabuDB requires no configuration. As for what BabuDB requires, it's just a single Python file: babudb.py. BabuDB provides the following features: ◦ Simple to use, easy to setup, easy to deploy, and easy to access ◦ Persistence management of key-
value stores ◦ Configuration management of stores ◦ Forward and backward compatibility ◦ DDL and DML operations ◦ Schema-less stores ◦ Pointers to databases When running the manage.py script to start BabuDB, you'll be prompted to load a configuration file, then each database gets their own.db-.db extension You can then use the
babudb command to add a database store, or use the manage.py script to create a new database. Create a new store manage.py create_db Load a store configuration file manage.py load_config List the available stores manage.py list_db Create and manage a new database manage.py create_db manage.py load_config manage.py create_tables
List the available stores manage.py list_db Create and manage a new database manage.py create_db manage.py load_config manage.py create_tables Create a store from scratch manage.py create_store Load a store configuration file manage.py load_config manage.py create_tables List the available stores manage.py list_db Create and
manage a new database manage.py create_db manage.
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System Requirements For BabuDB:

Minimum OS: Windows 7 x64 CPU: Dual core processor, 1.6 GHz RAM: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 30 GB DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 1 GB available space Additional Notes: Up to four AI characters can be controlled, and the game supports up to 32 GB of downloadable content. Maximum CPU: Quad core processor, 2.0 GHz RAM: 4 GB
RAM Hard Drive: 50
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